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Safety Tips
Be visible!

At dusk, dawn and/or night,  
wear reflective clothing for visibility.  

During the day, wear bright, light clothing.

Be careful.
Always look both ways before  

crossing the street. When crossing,  
make eye contact with the driver  

of any approaching vehicle.

Along with its benefits 
to the heart, walking:

• improves circulation
• helps breathing
• combats depression
• bolsters the immune system
• helps prevent osteoporosis
• helps prevent and control diabetes
• helps control weight

In communities across the country,  
there is a growing need and responsibility 

to provide options that give people the 
opportunity to walk — to walk more 

often, to walk more places, and to 
feel safe while doing so. We invite you 
and your family to make our beautiful 

cemetery a safe, quite and serene  
place to walk, relax and enjoy!

Walking
Map

Stroll our 
beautiful  
grounds  

all year long!

Ground Burials

David’s Mausoleum

Memorial Mausoleum

Community Mausoleum

David’s Columbarium

Old Glory Plaza

Cremation Garden

Scattering Garden/ 
Remembrance Circle

Old Glory Plaza
David’s Columbarium

Community Mausoleum



A COMMUNITY CEMETERY OPEN TO ALL FAITHS SINCE 1826

Distances are approximate. The paths outlined 
are used by joggers and pedestrians — be 
vigilant, especially when overtaking those in 
front of you. The paths in the cemetery are 
subject to hazards and risks associated with 
such an environment. We recommend that you 
take suitable precautions to ensure your safety 
and security. Travel with a partner, if possible; 
use the paths only during daylight; and carry 
identification and medical history. David’s 
Cemetery does not patrol any part of the paths 
and, therefore, can assume no liability for your 
safety and security. Please treat the cemetery 
with respect and dignity.

Use the paths at your own risk.
Consult a physician before  

beginning any exercise program.

ONE MILE LOOP 
This path starts at the office parking lot and loops past parts of  
the cemetery like the Community Mausoleum (built in 2008),  

David’s Columbarium (built in 2011) and Old Glory Plaza (built in 2015).

HALF MILE LOOP
This path starts at our office parking lot and loops through  

some of the oldest parts of our cemetery. The first burial was a six year old 
boy, Noah Darner, in 1831 and is located near David’s Church.

David’s Columbarium

Old Glory
Plaza


